TEACHERS' RECRUITMENT BOARD, TRIPURA (TRBT)
EDUCATTON (SCHOOL) DEPARTMENT, GOW. OF TRTpURA
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Dated: 1,1,.12.2020
NOTICE

Scrutinv Schedule for Under Graduate Teacher (for classes l-V) & Graduate Teacher (for classes Vl-Vllll-2020
This is for information to the concerned T-TET passed candidates applied for recruitment to the posts

Graduate Teacher (for classes l-V) & Graduate Teacher (for classes Vl-Vlll) in response to our
notification vide No.F.2(1-18)GEN/TRBT/REC/202O/377 dated 27.1.1.2O2O, that scrutiny of mark sheets,

of Under

documents, certificates will be held from L5.t2.202O as per following schedule:
Reporting Time 11:30 AM to 2: 30 PM
Posts

Dates

Graduate Teacher (Vl -Vlll)

1.5.12.2020
1.6.12.2020

92 to 95 for all cateqories

17.L2.2020

90 to 91 for all catesories
83 to 89 for SC/ST/PH categories
92 and above, for all categories

1.8.12.2020

Under Graduate Teacher (l -V)

Venue: MaharaniTulsibati Girls' H.S. School, Agartala
Candidates as per mark obtained in T-TET
96 and above, for all categories

19.L2.2020

90 to 91 for all categories
83 to 89 for SC/ST/PH categories
remain present on the sr:heduled date of scrutiny. During scrutiny, mark

21.1.2.2020

Candidates are instructed

to

sheets, certificates of academic and professional qualification including other relevant certificates

/ documents

ol candidates will be examined. Candidates are instructed to bring the following in original and 2(two) sets of
self attested photocopy during scrutiny.

(1)Acknowledgement page

of Online application for Under Graduate Teacher(UGT)/Graduate

Teacher(GT)-2020 (2) T-TET Certificate cum Mark-sheet (3) Pernanent Resident of Tripura Certificate(PRTC) (4)
Admit Card of matriculation/madhyamik examination as age proof (5) Caste certificate (if applicable) (6) PH
Certificate (lf applicable) (7) Mark-sheet (all semesters/years) of academic qualification (8) Mark-sheet (all

semesters/years) of professional (teacher training) qualificatron(except for relaxed category candidates) (9)
Certificates of academic and professional qualification (if any) (10) Photo bearing identity card like PAN Card,

Voter lD(EPIC), Passport, AADHAR etc (any one) (11) No-object on certificate from the concerned authority (for
in-service candidate) (12) Certificate/proof of ESM (for ESM candidate).
Candidate who applied for both Under Graduate leacher (UGT) and Graduate Teacher (GT) are
instructed to bring 4(four) sets of photocopies of required oocuments 2(two) sets for Graduate Teacher &
2(two) sets for Under Graduate Teacher for simultaneous scrutiny. Such candidates will attend only on the
date of scrutiny as scheduled for GT, and they will not be requi.ed to attend for scrutiny scheduled for UGT.
IMPORTANT NOTES:

A.

Obtaining one's certificate scrutinised does not confer any right on any candidate for recruitment
since it depends on fulfilment of conditions of eligibility and number of vacant posts (as per
n

B.

ot ificatio

n ).

lf a candidate doesn't turn up during scrutiny as per schedule of TRBT or any discrepancy of fact

is

found during scrutiny, her/his candidature will be cancelled and no further communication will
be entertained.

C.

Your attendance in the process of scrutiny is 1'our approval for the terms and conditions of
Notification daled: 2-/ .tL.2020.

D. No TA and DA are permissible for appearing in the process of scrutiny.
E. Candidates are to follow COVID-19 guidelines anc wearing of face
tr.rS compulsory.
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Member Secretary
I eachers' Recruitment Board, Tripura
Shiksha Bhavan, Office Lane, Agartala,

